RE: Gospel
- Make simple links between Bible
texts and the concept of
‘Gospel’ (good news)
- Give examples of how Christians try
to show love to all, including how
members of the clergy follow Jesus’
teaching

Music:
- listening and responding to music

- learning musical rhythm and notation

English: The Dreadful Menace

Travel brochures

Mystery stories

- Genres: Poetry, non-chronological report, mystery narrative
- Grammar: Noun phrases expanded by the addition of modifying adjectives, nouns
and preposition phrases; identifying determiners; standard English forms of verb
inflections, word classes, use of apostrophes
- Spelling: Words ending in –ent and –ence; ee sound spelt ei
- Punctuation: Commas, bullet points, apostrophe for omission and possession
- Composition: Appropriate choice of noun or pronoun to avoid repetition; using the
present perfect form of verbs in contrast to the past tense; using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time and cause; relative clauses beginning with
who, which, where, when, whose or that

Cross-curricular links
- Alps v Lake District v The Caribbean
- Comparing different locations
- Physical Geography– climate,
landscape
- Human Geography- population,
land use, tourism, homes
- Watercolour paintings of landscapes

- continuing to learn the Djembe

Wish you were here?
Computing:

“We are travel writers”: Researching and reporting travel options for
a focus location

Year 5 Swans—Term 3
Maths

PE:
Tuesdays: Swimming

Fridays: Dance

Multiplication and division
- Multiplication: column method up to 4 digit x 2 digit
- Division: short division with remainders
Fractions
- ordering fractions by size

French:
- Numbers to 100
- Describing bedroom furniture

-equivalence—identifying different fractions that are equal in size
- working with and converting between mixed and improper fractions
- adding and subtracting fractions

Key information
- A spelling test will take place on
Thursdays. The children should
write five sentences including five
of their spelling words, to be
given in on a Thursday.
- Buster’s Book Club will continue
so reading diaries should be
brought into school on Thursdays
for the data collection from
Wednesday night.
- Maths homework (usually via
My Maths) will be set alongside a
piece of English/topic work when
appropriate.

